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Network analysis provides powerful tools for studying in-
teractions �represented by edges� between a large number of
entities �nodes�. Various methods can be used to identify
subgraphs known as communities, which are groups of nodes
that are densely connected to each other.1 Because networks
can be large, coarse-graining into communities facilitates
subsequent investigation of structural organization.

The field of graph visualization is enormous,2 so we re-
strict our attention to modifying the Kamada–Kawai3 �KK�
and Fruchterman–Reingold4 �FR� force-directed layout algo-
rithms to include community information. FR is closely re-
lated to modularity maximization,5 one of the main ap-
proaches employed for identifying communities. However, it
does not resolve the community structure when the number
of communities exceeds the spatial dimension of visualiza-
tion �the usual case�. We incorporate a specified community
structure �however obtained� into similar layouts.

In our visualizations,6 we identified communities of the
largest connected components of graphs using a spectral
modularity-optimization algorithm.7 We place the centers of
these communities using FR, treating communities as the
nodes of a �significantly smaller� network with rescaled in-

tercommunity links. We use KK to obtain relative place-
ments of nodes within each community �ignoring intercom-
munity links�. Combining these coordinates, we then use the
same KK force rules to rotate �and flip, if necessary� indi-
vidual communities for optimal placement relative to nodes
in the other communities �including intercommunity links�,
maintaining the specified community center positions.

We illustrate our procedure with three examples in Fig. 1.
On the left is a graph of network scientists connected by
paper co-authorship,7 colored by a community assignment.
On the right are Facebook networks, defined by self-
identified, reciprocal online friendships:8 the Caltech net-
work colored by ‘‘House’’ �dorm� affiliation �top�; and the
Haverford network colored by class year �bottom�. Similarly
positioned community-level pie charts further illustrate the
demographic organization of the Facebook networks.9
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